Customizable, Affordable Hospitality Package from Local Business

_Bergen Linen understands that hospitality packages are a convenient and necessary offering for many universities, camps and other hospitality venues._

HACKENSACK, N.J. (PRWEB) January 24, 2019 -- Bergen Linen, a commercial linen provider, is announcing the beginning of hospitality package season for educational facilities and other venues.

During the winter months, many colleges and camps will begin preparing for their spring and summer seasons; the warmer months are often the busiest. Bergen Linen will begin to reach out to these dorm-like settings to fulfill their hospitality linen needs.

Hospitality linen packages typically consist of a sheet, blanket, pillowcase, pillow and towels. They can be customized to fit a university’s specific needs. Each client’s order is unique and ‘custom built’, so it is important to plan ahead.

Along with the packets, Bergen Linen offers delivery of clean items and the pick-up of items in need of laundering. Many establishments require weekly and/or ongoing service. Bergen Linen services the Metropolitan area.

Bergen Linen's team understands there are many elements that go into preparing for seasonal dormitory guests. It is important that they are provided with quality linens and reliable (and timely) customer service.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.